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A G E N D A

1 Apologies for absence. 

2 Minutes - To sign as a correct record the minutes of the following 
meetings:

a)  Performance Monitoring Panel - 11 September 2019 (copy 
enclosed).

(Pages 
5 - 20)

b)  Joint meeting of the Performance Monitoring Panel and Policy 
Development Panel - 16 July 2019 (copy enclosed).

(Pages 
21 - 24)

3 Declaration of Interests. - Where a Councillor has a Disclosable 
Pecuniary Interest the Councillor must declare the interest to the 
meeting and leave the room without participating in any discussion or 
making a statement on the item, except where a councillor is permitted 
to remain as a result of a grant of dispensation.

4 Questions asked under Standing Order 6 

5 Tracking of Recommendations - To consider responses of the Cabinet 
to reports of the Panel.

The Chairman will provide a verbal update to the Panel on the Cabinet’s 
response to the following report, presented to the Cabinet meeting on 29 
October 2019: 

 Public Toilet Task and Finish Group Update (to provide an update on 
the progress of public toilet task and finish group recommendations 
report in January 2019, and to propose future options).  

6 Items referred from the Policy Development Panel. - To consider the 
following issues raised by the Policy Development Panel:

a)  Long Term Empty Homes - To consider the request by the Policy 
Development Panel at its meeting on 24 September 2019 that 
performance on Empty Homes be monitored by the Performance 
Monitoring Panel (minute extract from meeting enclosed).

(Pages 
25 - 26)

b)  Joint Task Groups - To consider suggestions made by the Policy 
Development Panel at its meeting on 25 June 2019 with regard to 
joint Task Groups (minute extract from meeting enclosed).

(Pages 
27 - 28)

7 Key Decision Plan - To note the current Key Decision Plan (Pages 
29 - 34)

8 Q2 2019-20 Performance Overview Report - To provide an update on 
how the Council is performing for the period 1 July 2019 to 30 
September 2019 (report of the Portfolio Holder Governance and  
Customer enclosed).

(Pages 
35 - 54)
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9 Review of Implemented Planning Decisions - To report on the review 
and to consider the findings (review of the Executive Director Place 
enclosed).

(Pages 
55 - 60)

10 Corporate Enforcement Update - To provide members with an update 
on enforcement activity (report of the Executive Director Place 
enclosed).

(Pages 
61 - 66)

11 Performance Monitoring Panel Work Programme - To set out the Work 
Programme of the Performance Monitoring Panel (report of the 
Executive Manager Governance enclosed).

(Pages 
67 - 74)

12 Any other items which the Chairman decides are urgent - 

NOTE: No other business is permitted unless by reason of special 
circumstances, which shall be specified in the minutes, the 
Chairman is of the opinion that the item(s) should be 
considered as a matter of urgency.
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Minutes of a meeting of the PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL held in  
Meeting Room 1, Council Offices, Priory Road, Spalding, on Wednesday, 11 
September 2019 at 6.30 pm.

PRESENT

B Alcock (Chairman)
M D Booth (Vice-Chairman)

J R Astill
A C Beal
A C Cronin
R Grocock

J L King
J D McLean
N H Pepper
P A Redgate

G P Scalese
A C Tennant
S C Walsh
D J Wilkinson

 

In Attendance:  The Executive Manager Growth, the Place Manager, the 
Environmental Services Manager, the Communities Manager, the Inward Investment 
Manager, the Senior Business Intelligence Officer, the Democratic Services Officer 
and the Portfolio Holder Place.

Apologies for absence were received from or on behalf of Councillors C J T H Brewis 

Action By
14 DECLARATION OF INTERESTS. 

There were none. 

15 CRIME AND DISORDER 

At the last meeting of the Performance Monitoring Panel, a Crime 
and Disorder update had been received where a number of 
issues had been raised.  The Panel had requested that the Police 
Inspector and the Member of Parliament be requested to attend 
the meeting.  Sir John Hayes, MP was not able to attend 
however, Inspector Gareth Boxall was in attendance, and the 
Chairman welcomed him to the meeting.

The Panel raised a number of issues, and Inspector Boxall 
responded, as detailed below:

 What was the difference between a Public Order Disturbance 
and Anti Social Behaviour?

o Inspector Boxall responded that a Public Order 
Disturbance was an offence against the Public 
Order Act, which could involve anything from 
disorderly conduct through to a riot. Anti Social 
Behaviour was a far wider area and could 
encompass many things.  There were differing 
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL - 
11 September 2019

methods in which the two could be dealt with.  
Criminal offences could be dealt with through the 
court, and the Anti Social Behaviour Act gave 
powers to deal with Anti Social Behaviour (this 
replaced the previous Anti Social Behaviour 
Orders), and dealt with behaviour that fell below a 
public order disturbance but which caused offence.

 Several parish councils had expressed dissatisfaction with 
support provided from the Police.  Did the Inspector feel this 
was because the Lincolnshire force was under funded?

o Inspector Boxall commented that the Lincolnshire 
police force was underfunded, and that the Chief 
Constable was on record as saying that it was 
poorly funded.  The area did not have the same 
problems as urban areas however, there were still 
particular problems to be faced in rural areas.  All 
forces now faced problems of crime developing in 
different ways, and emerging crime types such as 
cyber crime and internet fraud, whereas in the past, 
crime followed a more traditional route. 

 A constant complaint from the public was that they did not see 
many police officer on the beat – was this because they were 
being taken off the beat to deal with more specialist crime?

o Inspector Boxall stated that there were many 
reasons for there being less police on the beat, but 
that specialisms in particular areas was only one 
reason for this.  Overall, police officers having 
specialisms in a particular area was a good way of 
dealing with crime.

 The Lincolnshire Police force had been under funded for a 
long time, and the situation was not improving.  It should at 
least have the same level of funding as other forces.  

o Inspector Boxall replied that there would never be 
enough money as policing covered so many aspects 
– as well as carrying out investigations,  
preventative work also needed to be undertaken.  
However, the Panel was advised that the Chief 
Constable was pushing for a fairer funding formula, 
and that the extra police recently promised by the 
government would help.  The Chief Constable had 
spoken about preparing for around 350-400  over 
the next few years, and the Inspector would be 
making representations to ensure that this area 
received a fair proportion of these officers.  The 350-
400 would include replacing officers who left over 
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL - 
11 September 2019

that period of time.  Officers left for a variety of 
reasons and these would have to be covered, but 
the recruitment would see a significant uplift in the 
total number of officers.

 The Panel commented that the funding position would not be 
changing in the short term, and that society was changing in 
its regard to authority.  How would the Police be able to keep 
order in the longer term?

o In answering, Inspector Boxall provided some 
context to his response, stating that South Holland 
was a safe place to live, it did not have the same 
difficulties as inner cities, and generally the public 
respected authority.  Prison terms for a crime 
committed was important however, efforts also 
needed to be made to ensure people did not return 
to crime. 

 Members responded that these points were relevant however, 
problems usually associated with urban areas, for example, 
drug related crime, were now affecting rural areas.  Crime was 
measured, and the types of crime affecting the area did not 
make residents feel particularly safe.

o Inspector Boxall commented that he had some 
concerns around publishing figures for violent crime, 
as the full story could not be seen from the statistics 
alone.  Violent crime may have increased however, 
it had not doubled – such a large increase was due 
to the change in the way crime was recorded.  It 
was impossible to draw any firm conclusions as a 
result of these changes.  Violent crime could now be 
categorised as either with or without sustaining 
injury and it was therefore difficult to see if violent 
crime had increased.  In addition, the majority of 
violent crimes occurred in the home, where it was 
difficult to prevent (i.e this was not a problem that 
could be solved by putting more police on the 
streets).  The Police were undertaking work to 
prevent domestic abuse  however, it was difficult to 
prevent violence in the home.  Any increases that 
were now seen were due to more reporting of 
abuse.

 How many additional police were being recruited, and how 
many of these would be allocated to South Holland?

o Inspector Boxall advised that exact numbers had not 
yet been finalised however, figures indicated by the 
press were around 350 over the next 2-3 years.

 Member asked if the figure would be for additional officers and 
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL - 
11 September 2019

stated that the public would expect it to be in addition to the 
normal complement of officers.

o Inspector Boxall responded that it was likely that the 
number of officers to be replaced, that left each 
year, would be included within the figure for 
additional recruits.

 Funding was an important issue– the public believed that 
nothing was being done to improve the situation however, if 
incidents were not reported, funding would not be increased.  

o Inspector Boxall agreed that it was important that 
people reported crime, so that criminals could be 
caught, or if they weren’t at least a picture could be 
built up of what was happening.  Reporting was 
required in order to get funding resources for the 
area, and to help the police in allocating resources 
appropriately.

 With regard to specialisms in detecting high-tech crimes, what 
percentage of staff were non-warranted professionals? 

o Inspector Boxall advised that when there had been 
funding cuts in the past, there had been some 
forward planning and where police officers were in 
post, their warranted jobs had been used.  Some 
were in office jobs because that was where they 
were needed, but there were some civilian staff 
aswell.  Expertise could be recruited where needed.  

 Members commented that all new recruits were meant to have 
a degree and they were aware but the Chief Constable of 
Lincolnshire did not agree with this.

o Inspector Boxall confirmed that having a degree, or 
the undertaking to complete one, was the main way 
into the Police force.  The Chief Constable was not 
in agreement with this requirement, and the 
outcome of this view remained to be seen.

 Over the years, a lot of funding had gone into CCTV – had it 
been effective in reducing crime or did it simply move crime to 
areas where there was no CCTV?  In addition, were there 
adequate resources to act on incidents captured by CCTV?

o It was difficult to say whether crime had reduced as 
a result of CCTV as there could be not measure of 
what was not there.  The Inspector felt that it was 
effective, and there was no evidence to say that 
crime had moved to different areas.  There were two 
main benefits from CCTV – firstly, operators could 
advise on crime as it happened, and incidents for 
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL - 
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officers to attend could be prioritised; and secondly, 
CCTV could be used after the event to either 
capture what had happened, or view footage of who 
had undertaken a crime.  

 When South Holland District Council and the Parish Councils 
had originally decided to fund CCTV, one of the requests was 
that statistical evidence be fed back to justify the spend.  
There had been no consistent feedback of this information 
since in had been installed and some Parish Councils now felt 
that without it, they may consider withdrawing funding.

o The Inspector commented that CCTV was a tool to 
assist in the detection of crime, and would be 
against taking it out of any area.  Providing evidence 
to justify spend was very difficult  as the Police in 
Spalding did not keep their own records, and it was 
difficult to show statistically that it had made a 
difference.

 Members were disappointed with this response.  CCTV had 
been installed twice with the requirement that some statistical 
information be fed back to show its worth.  

 Many District Councillors regularly attended Parish Councils 
meetings, and the level of support by the Police in attendance 
and providing information to Parish Councils has decreased to 
a very large extent.  Parish Councils required feedback.  

o The Inspector commented that with reduced 
resources, it was important to make the best use of 
staff time and it was not always right that, for 
example, a PCSO attend meetings when some 
issues were beyond their control.  Most forces did 
not send officers to Parish Council meetings 
however, non attendance did not mean that the 
relationship with Parish Councils should be 
abandoned – it needed to continue with information 
being shared in other ways such as email/text/social 
media etc.  In addition, more information was now 
available of Parish Councils to view on the internet. 

 Members responded that some work had to be undertaken 
with regard to liaison between the Police and Parish Councils.  
Members that were already involved with Parish Councils 
were not happy with the current situation.  Most were anxious 
to have  a close working relationship with the Police and it 
would be helpful to find a way to improve engagement.

o The Inspector replied that he didn’t  disagree with 
these comments.  Consideration was being given to 
how neighbourhood policing could be reformed, and 
how communities and Parish Councils were 
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL - 
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engaged with.  
 Members suggested that an annual meeting could be held, 

involving the Police, the PCC and Parish Councils – face to 
face contact worked better.  It was also suggested that it 
would be better to hold regular meetings, with regular contact 
between teams and parishes.

 Many initiatives were being undertaken, but unless people 
followed the Police on social media, it was not well publicised.  
How could Councillors support the Police in publicising their 
initiatives?

o The Inspector commented that the Police relied on 
individuals, such as Councillors, following them on 
social media.  However, not everyone used social 
media and it was vital to find a way to get the 
message out in different ways.  Consistent 
messaging was vital, but not just on social media.  
Consideration was being given to producing a 
newsletter to be sent to  anybody in the local area, 
and a less frequent for District Councillors and 
partners, which would provide more detail, statistics 
and context.

 The Chairman asked if the Police’s Facebook page could be 
linked to Crowland Chatter?

o The Inspector advised that it could not be linked 
however, Crowland Chatter could ‘follow’ the Police 
and share posts.

 The public obtained much of its information and dis-
information from social media.  It was important that facts were 
made readily available to the public.

o Inspector Boxall responded that the Police did what 
they could to dispel myths however, there was a 
resource implication to this.  The Police also needed 
to  be careful of the level of information they 
released where there was an  ongoing investigation 
– for this reason, it was not always possible to 
correct rumours when they arose.

 Councillor King commented on the continued vandalism 
problems in her ward.  The public reported problems to Parish 
Councillors who then reported incidents to the Police.  There 
was a perception that not enough was being done, that there 
was insufficient feedback and that there should be more of a 
Police presence.

o The Inspector replied that there were processes for 
assessing how the Police could best deal with 
reported crime in light of low staffing numbers.  
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL - 
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Officers would attend unless a higher priority 
incident arose.  If the member was not happy with 
the service that was being received regarding these 
incidents, she should contact him in order to pursue 
this.

 With regard to the additional community payback funding, 
whose responsibility was it to pay for the supervision of 
offenders?

o The Inspector commented that community payback 
was an effective way of punishing and rehabilitating 
people. He commented that the community payback 
scheme fell under the remit of the probation service, 
but could not confirm who was responsible for 
paying for the supervision of offenders.

 Members requested that this information be ascertained and 
fed back to the Panel.

 Members questioned how reliable reported crime figures were.  
If they were unreliable, how could the Police have any 
indication of emerging or escalating crime in the area?  If the 
data was not manageable, the public may have little 
confidence in report crime.

o The Inspector agreed that interpreting crime 
statistics was very difficult, due to changes over the 
years to how crimes were recorded and how forces 
implemented rules.  He advised however that data 
could be used in many ways, by allowing the Police 
to draw from detail of crime recorded, and how to 
resource in appropriate areas.  There was always a 
point in reporting and recording crime, and he hoped 
that crime reporting settled down in order that 
comparisons could be made. 

 The Chairman thanked Inspector Boxall for attending the 
meeting and hoped that it had been helpful for him and for 
Panel members.  The Performance Monitoring Panel received 
regular reports on crime and disorder, they would consider the 
information provided by the Inspector and advise if they 
needed to speak to him any further.  He hoped that there 
would be an improvement in liaison with the Police and Parish 
Councils.  He also asked that the suggestion to hold annual 
meetings involving the Police, the PCC and Parish Councils, 
and regular meetings between teams and parishes be given 
consideration. 

DB, EH, 
CM 
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16 MINUTES 

Consideration was given to the minutes of the meeting of the 
Performance Monitoring Panel held on 18 June 2019.

AGREED:

That the minutes be signed as a correct record. 

17 QUESTIONS ASKED UNDER STANDING ORDER 6 

There were none. 

18 TRACKING OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

There were none. 

19 ITEMS REFERRED FROM THE POLICY DEVELOPMENT 
PANEL. 

There were none. 

20 KEY DECISION PLAN 

Consideration was given to the Key Decision Plan issued on 9 
August 2019.

Members commented that some items on the Planner showed a 
‘not before’ date for the decision to be made.  It was clarified that 
this was to ensure that a decision was not made before it had 
been advertised on the planner for the required amount of time.  
Members requested that in future, the planner show an 
anticipated date that each decision would be made. 

AGREED:

That the Key Decision Plan issues on 9 August 2019 be noted. 

21 PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW REPORT - QUARTER 1 2019/20 

Consideration was given to the report of the Portfolio Holder for 
Governance and Customer which provided an update on how the 
Council was performing for the period.

Appended to the report was a revised Performance Overview 
report.  The report had been revised to provide better detail and 
more context on how the Council was performing, and how 
performance and service delivery linked into the Council’s key 
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corporate priorities.  The re-design of the report was also driven 
by the Council’s business intelligence agenda, to ensure that the 
data and information held was used to drive service delivery and 
key decisions.  To tie in with this strategy, the report also included 
supporting intelligence and data such as comparisons against 
other similar councils, where possible, as well as the addition of 
forecasted performance, which was informed by trend and 
business intelligence analysis.  

The Panel considered the report, and the following issues were 
raised:

 It was good to see an overall improvement, which made up the 
vast majority of indicators.  However, performance with regard 
to fly tipping was disappointing, and many members were very 
unhappy about this.  Where an incident could not be cleared 
within the required timeframe, what action was being taken, 
and were the current providers of the service satisfactory?  

o Officers responded that not all issues were due to 
staff availability, and that sometimes problems arose 
due to difficulties in identifying location.  The  current 
service was being provided at a reduced cost, and 
consideration was being given to the cost of bringing 
fly tipping collections in house.  The Street Scene 
and Pride teams were looking at picking up issues 
that the current provider could not deal with.  

 Members responded that the website had improved, and that 
hopefully this should show improvements, and that the next 
report would reflect this.                               

 Members commented that some of the ‘same period last year’ 
data did not match up to the visual graphs, and it was agreed 
that officers would correct this information.

 Section 3.3 of the covering report provided reasons for poor 
performance, and provided details on seasonal trends around 
bringing properties back into use.  However, information 
provided further on was contradictory.

o Officers agreed that the information provided was 
contradictory, and that more information on 
seasonal trends was required.

 Members also stated that statistics around empty properties 
also appeared to be contradictory.

o Officers responded that empty homes was an 
annual national indicator and needed to be 
recognised within the data.  The Policy 
Development Panel was already considering issues 
around empty homes.  

CG 

CG 
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 Members raised the issue of complaints, and how this 
information was used?  If the problem was a service issue, this 
was a complaint.  It was therefore necessary to differentiate 
between service issues and formal complaints, and supporting 
information was therefore required.

o Officers responded that service issues were raised 
individually be each area, that he would find out the 
information required and formulate it as a 
performance issue.  

 The report stated that there had been two complaints where a 
response had not been provided within the required 15 days – 
had an extension period been agreed?
Officers responded that the complainant had been advised to 
and extended period in order that a suitable response be 
received.

o Members replied that if this was the case, the 
reporting needed to be dealt with in a different way 
to reflect the reasons behind the delay, rather than 
reporting that the deadline had not been met.

 Members asked whether it was possible to provide data at a 
ward level?

o Officers responded that not all data could be 
provided at ward level, but that work could be 
undertaken to see what information could be 
provided in this way.

 Members were generally very complementary of the revised 
Performance report, and felt that the layout was clear and 
easy to understand, although consideration needed to be 
given to the use of certain colours used and ease of reading.

AGREED:

That the report be noted. 

CG 

CG 

CG 

CG 

22 PUBLIC TOILET TASK AND FINISH GROUP UPDATE 

Consideration was given to the report of the Portfolio Holder for 
Place and the Executive Director Place which provided an update 
on the progress of the public toilet task and finish group 
recommendations reported in January 2019.

Since the recommendations of the Task Group were agreed by 
the Cabinet in February 2019, there had been a number of 
improvements made to the process of reporting issues and 
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repairs, increased and improved cleaning schedules, and 
research into how best to continue to provide good quality public 
toilets to the residents of, and visitors to, South Holland.

In order to fully consider the best options for the future provision 
of the toilets, a consultation was undertaken on what should  be 
available, and the current usage of the toilets.  Despite improved 
cleaning of the facilities, respondents still felt that cleanliness was 
lacking, and that the toilets attracted anti-social behaviour.  As a 
result of this feedback, a number of options were detailed within 
the report as potential ways of improving toilet provision, with 
option 2 (to re-configure the current buildings) being the 
recommended option.  

Members considered the report, and the following issues were 
raised:

 Councillor McLean commented that as an Executive Support 
member, he had had involvement with this project and was 
pleased with the information produced within the report. 

 The facilities in Crowland were not mentioned within the report 
– was there an intention to improve these?

o Officers responded that the facilities in Spalding and 
Holbeach would be addressed first as there was 
possible funding available for those towns.  The 
facilities in Crowland would be looked at as part of 
the 5 year capital programme, where all facilities  
would be considered as part of the priority of the 
stock condition surveys.

 The report stated that the anticipated completion date for the 
programme was 2025 – members hoped that improvements 
could be undertaken within a shorter timeframe and pointed 
out that this would then reduce the time for which the current 
issues, such as vandalism, would have to be dealt with.

o Officers replied that the date of 2025 had been a 
recommendation from the Task Group.  There was a 
5 year programme of work to understand however, 
after structural reviews had been undertaken, a 
programme of work could then be prioritised.  As 
long as money continued to be available from the 
Pride initiative, deep cleans could continue, but the 
officer was in agreement that a shorter time frame 
for undertaking the improvements suggested would 
help reduce the need for this.

 Members responded that public toilet provision was a 
reputational issue, and that it was important to find funding to 
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assist with improvements.

AGREED:

a) That the contents of the report be noted; 

b) That the report be presented to Cabinet to recommend the 
option to re-configure the toilets and provision of toilets in 
South Holland; and

c) That following consideration of the report by the Cabinet, an 
update be provided to the next meeting of the Performance 
Monitoring Panel. 

CP 

CP 

23 SWIMMING POOL & LEISURE FACILITIES TASK GROUP 
UPDATE 

Consideration was given to the report of the Executive Director 
Place, which provided members with an update on the Swimming 
Pool and Leisure Facilities Task Group, to ensure that positive 
trends were continuing.  

The Panel had received a six-monthly update at its last meeting, 
and had requested a further report to this meeting to ensure that 
the improved trends had continued, following the change in 
contract provider.

The report provided information on the continued improvement in 
trends - improved customer feedback; increase in usage of 3%; 
continuous month on month figures at the Castle Swimming Pool; 
the sauna had been renovated and was now open again; and 
there had been no closures of the swimming pool due to staff 
availability.  Officers were continuing to monitor the contract, and 
an audit of leisure contract management was due to be 
undertaken.

Members considered the information, and the following issues 
were raised:

 Members commented that the level of feedback still seemed 
very low when compared with the number of users.  In 
addition, when using the facility, there had been no clear 
evidence of comment card, or that verbal feedback was noted.

o Officers advised that they would feed this 
information back to the contractor

 The report provided no feedback on the indoor bowls club.
o Officers advised that information on all sites would 

EH 

EH, RR 
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be provided within the next update.

 Members stated that it was important that regular inspection 
visits were undertaken, and that the contractor was not aware 
of these dates beforehand.  Could the Panel be provided with 
a list of dates in that past that inspections had taken place, to 
ensure that there was no pattern to the visits, and that visits 
were taking place.

o Officers confirmed that inspection were taking and 
place, and that they were staggered.  The 
information requested would be provided as part of 
the next update.

 Could newer technology (tablet/iPad) be used to provide 
feedback?  Feedback forms could be custom built to gain 
useful data to inform the way ahead.  

o Officers responded that they would take this 
suggestion back to the contractor however, it was 
there decision as to how they obtained data and the 
Authority could only suggest ideas.

 When the new contract had been agreed, members had been 
advised that it  would be cost neutral and financially beneficial 
to the Council – when would information supporting this be 
available?

o Officers advised that the contract had currently been 
running for six months, and that the information 
requested could be provided after the contract had 
run for about a year.

 Members were now aware that the leisure facilities had not 
been left in a suitable state by previous contractor – why had 
the Authority not been aware of this before they had left the 
site.  A report on this issue was requested for a future 
meeting.

o Officers replied that work on the dilapidation 
schedule was progressing, but that this work would 
continue for some time.  Information around this 
issue was currently commercially sensitive, and a 
report would be provided when appropriate.  
Members were advised that the Council could not 
evaluate the full condition of the building until the 
previous  tenant had left, but that this was standard 
practice.

 Members accepted the officer’s response, but still requested 
that a full explanation be provided to a future meeting.

EH, RR 

EH 

EH, RR 

EH, ES 
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AGREED:

a) That the content of the report be noted; and 

b) That a further update report be presented to the Panel in six 
months time, on 18 March 2020. 

EH 

24 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND INWARD INVESTMENT 
UPDATE 

Consideration was given to the report of the Executive Director 
Commercialisation which provided an update on how Economic 
Development and Inward Investment was undertaken and 
promoted in South Holland.  The report provided a further update 
on the following work streams:

 Update on relationship with Opportunity Peterborough (the 
Economic Action Plan was attached as an appendix to the 
report)

 Business Engagement
 Key Employment Sites
 Inward Investment
 Skills
 Grants4growth
 Strategic Engagement

The Panel considered the report, and the following issues were 
raised:

 Members requested that future update reports provide an 
executive summary at the start of the report, summarising the 
main headlines, prior to the fuller explanation.  

 Members commented that much of the emphasis detailed 
within the report related to Spalding and Holbeach – was there 
any activity in the rest of the district?

o Officers advised that planning permission was being 
considered for more units at the industrial estate at 
Crease Drove, that officers were working closely 
with Crowland Cranes, and links were being 
developed with port at Sutton Bridge.  Most sites 
were based in Spalding and Holbeach, but officers 
were happy to work with all businesses, wherever 
they were in the district.

AGREED:

a) That the report be noted; and

NB 
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL - 
11 September 2019

b) That a further update report be provided to the Panel in six 
months time, on 18 March 2020. NB 

25 PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL WORK PROGRAMME 

Consideration was given to the report of the Executive Manager 
Governance, which set out the Work Programme of the 
Performance Monitoring Panel.  The Work Programme consisted 
of two separate sections, the first setting out the dates of the 
future Panel meetings along with proposed items for 
consideration, and the second setting out the Task Groups that 
had been identified by the Panel.

AGREED:

That the Work Programme provided by the Executive Manager 
Governance be noted.  

26 ANY OTHER ITEMS WHICH THE CHAIRMAN DECIDES ARE 
URGENT 

Members commented that the recent review of implemented 
planning decisions had been very useful, and requested that their 
thanks be passed on to the Planning and Building Control 
Manager and the Planning Policy Officer, who had undertaken the 
tour with them. 

(The meeting ended at 8.37 pm)

(End of minutes)
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Minutes of a meeting of the JOINT PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL AND 
POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL held in the Council Chamber, Council Offices, 
Priory Road, Spalding, on Tuesday, 16 July 2019 at 6.30 pm.

PRESENT

B Alcock
J R Astill
M D Booth
C J T H Brewis
R Grocock
J D McLean
A M Newton

J L Reynolds
E J Sneath
A C Tennant
A R Woolf
A C Beal
A C Cronin
R A Gibson

N H Pepper
P A Redgate
S C Walsh
D J Wilkinson
M Hasan
G R D Rudkin

Apologies for absence were received from or on behalf of Councillors F Biggadike, 
J L King, S-A Slade and J Avery 

In Attendance:  The Executive Director – Place, Health and Safety Manager, Anti-
social Behaviour Officer and Lead Democratic Services Officer. 

Action By
1. ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN 

Councillor Woolf was elected Chairman for the duration of the 
meeting.

2. DECLARATION OF INTERESTS 

There were no declarations of interest.

3. CORPORATE ENFORCEMENT POLICY UPDATE 

Members received a report by the Executive Director – Place 
which set out at update on corporate enforcement.   It was noted 
that the Council was responsible for enforcing a wide range of 
legislation, with powers of enforcement usually delegated to 
individual officers in the various service areas concerned. 

Enforcement action could take different forms including:
 Inspecting premises, processes, equipment or food;
 Investigating complaints about individuals and 

business; 
 Providing advice about how to comply with the law;
 Taking action at Licensing Panels or undertaking 

Licensing Reviews;
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JOINT PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
PANEL AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT 
PANEL - 16 July 2019

 Issuing fixed penalty notices, statutory notices or taking 
prosecutions.

All departments dealing with enforcement did so in line with the 
Corporate Enforcement Policy approved on 29th May 2018. All 
services adopted a graduated approach to enforcement; starting 
with compliance advice or warnings and progressing to other 
enforcement activity where proportionate and appropriate.

The Panel was pleased to learn that performance indicators had 
been created for the current financial year (commencing 1 April 
2019), requiring all teams across the authority with enforcement 
responsibilities to report on their enforcement on a quarterly 
basis. An Enforcement Operational Managers Group has also 
been established to meet and refine enforcement activity across 
the Council.

Councillors considered and discussed the performance 
information for the period April – June 2019 along with 
enforcement case studies.  In response to a number of questions 
the following key points emerged: 

 Councillors thanked officers for the work that had been 
undertaken on enforcement and it was considered that the 
publicity around enforcement was having an effect.

 With regard to the 101 informal notice warning letters, 
different legislation was used for different circumstances.  
Information relating in particular to the actions following the 
informal action taken with regard to housing would be 
circulated to Councillors.

 It was noted that 98.4% of food hygiene inspections were 
rated 3 stars or above which indicated legal compliance.  
Councillors would be informed of what percentage were 5 
stars. It was noted that inspections were carried out on a 
risk basis, with highest risk being factories and low risk 
being, for example, wrapped food at a filling station.  Low 
risk inspections were carried out every couple of years, 
high risk every 6 months.  There were currently 10 
establishments below 3 stars.  A rating would stay with the 
establishment until the next re-rating which applicants 
would have to pay for. There was no legal requirement for 
an establishment to display its star rating, but Councillors 
were invited to let Environmental Health know if they saw 
ratings displayed that were more than a couple of years 

SS 
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JOINT PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
PANEL AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT 
PANEL - 16 July 2019

old.  

 Informal notices had been used on 22 occasions by the 
Communities Team and issued by the Anti-social 
Behaviour Officer and Community Warden.  They were 
issued for behaviour such as littering, spitting or failure to 
hand over alcohol in prohibited areas.  

 Councillors discussed the problem of gathering evidence in 
cases of anti-social behaviour. However, the Anti-social 
Behaviour Officer invited councillors to speak to them 
about individual cases where, if applicable, enforcement 
action could be taken.

 The Panel noted that scrap dealers were licensed by the 
Council, but that unlicensed dealers could be intimidating 
and unlawfully collected rubbish may be fly-tipped.  
Residents were advised to always ask to see a licence and 
if it was not forthcoming then then the Council should be 
informed.  The number of licensed scrap dealers would be 
circulated to Councillors.

 Councillors noted that a report would be made to PMP 
about CCTV.  It was hoped that the report would include 
figures that would be able to demonstrate the value of 
CCTV.  It was agreed that it would be useful for  
Councillors to visit the CCTV control centre and a visit 
would be arranged to which all Scrutiny members would be 
invited.

 It was noted that although there were a number of officers 
dealing with enforcement across the Council, it was only 
part of their job and they had other duties in addition to 
enforcement.

 The Panel discussed how social media could be utilised for 
enforcement.  Publicising action taken could act as a 
deterrent; however, residents should be encouraged to 
report incidents via the correct channels rather than on 
social media as this could not be monitored all of the time.

 The process of dealing with anti-social behaviour from the 
Council’s tenants was considered.  It was noted that 
tenancy agreements had been updated to be more explicit 
about the behaviour that was required.

 Councillors discussed a recent incident when travellers had 
arrived in the south of the district and had engaged in anti-

SS 

DB, SS 
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PANEL AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT 
PANEL - 16 July 2019

social and criminal behaviour.  The Anti-social Behaviour 
Officer reported that they had co-ordinated the response to 
the issue and involved the police and Lincolnshire County 
Council. It was noted that that if there was an un-
authorised camp then the Council would take action 
immediately.  If safety was a concern, the Police have the 
powers to disperse a group and the Council would support 
the community that had been affected.  In response to 
concerns raised by Councillors the Executive Director – 
Place reported that a protocol plan will be put in place that 
set out the multi-agency approach to such incidents.  It was 
requested that in the case of any future incidents, local 
members are kept informed of action being taken. 

 Councillors discussed the ‘Grot Spots’ that they were 
asked to nominate for improvement a few years ago.  A 
progress report would be provided on these issues.

 It was noted that a noise app was being trialled by officers 
which could be used by residents to record noise nuisance.  
The app would send information directly to the Council.  It 
would not be appropriate to use in all cases but could be a 
useful tool in fighting noise pollution.

AGREED: 

1. That the content of the report be noted; and

2. That the updated performance figures are provided to 
the Performance Monitoring Panel through the quarterly 
Performance Overview Report.

SS, RW 

4. ANY OTHER ITEMS WHICH THE CHAIRMAN DECIDES ARE 
URGENT 

There were no urgent items.

(The meeting ended at 8.10 pm)

(End of minutes)
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Addressing Long Term Empty Homes
Minute extract from Policy Development Panel meeting – 24 September 2019

Consideration was given to the report of the Executive Director Place which provided the Panel 
with an update on the current position of Empty Homes, work undertaken and the future 
development of an Empty Homes Strategy.

As the position on the number of long term empty homes was currently quite static, and 
performance was similar to other authorities, the report laid out proposals for moving forward 
with regard to how information on empty homes could be reported in the future, as follows: 

 It was suggested that, going forward, the consideration of performance be undertaken by 
the Performance Monitoring Panel.

 The Authority did not currently have an Empty Homes Strategy, but wanted to have one, to 
address properties that could be brought back into use. The suggestion was that the 
Authority should have in place a Policy that sustained its current performance, whilst being 
mindful of other areas with private sector housing that also required focus. It was suggested 
that a draft Empty Homes Strategy be presented to the Panel for consideration and 
feedback, at the appropriate time.

Members considered the report, and the following issues arose:

 With regard to the strategy, it was suggested that time frames for various stages within the 
process should be included. 

 In response to a member’s question asking whether there was any correlation between the 
rural nature of South Holland and the location of empty homes, officers advised that they 
were not aware of a pattern, but could look into this to ensure information was captured, if 
necessary.

 Members agreed that the suggestions to refer monitoring of empty homes to Performance 
Monitoring Panel, and that the Policy Development Panel consider the draft strategy, were 
sensible. 

AGREED:

a) That the progress made on addressing Long Term Empty Homes be noted;

b) That performance on Empty Homes be monitored by the Performance Monitoring Panel; and

c) That further reports to the Panel would relate to the development of an Empty Homes 
Strategy. 
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Work Programme/Joint Task Groups
Minute extract from Performance Monitoring Panel meeting -25 June 2019

The Panel considered a report by the Executive Manager – Governance setting out the work 
programme of the Panel. The work programme consisted of two sections, the first setting out 
the dates of future panel meetings along with proposed items for consideration, and the second 
setting out Task Groups that had been identified by the Panel.

The Chairman informed the Panel that the Executive Director for Place had given his apologies 
for the meeting, but had met with him and the Vice-Chairman to go through the work 
programme.

The Panel discussed areas of work that they would like included in the work programme and the 
following key points emerged:

 Public Open Spaces Task Group – Councillors felt that this Task Group had stalled and was 
awaiting a report back following consultation with Parish Councils. It was agreed that, as it 
was a joint Task Group with PMP (the Performance Monitoring Panel), the Chairman of that 
Panel would be approached to see if they would be happy for it to be encompassed into a 
new Task Group looking at Planning Design that would be set up as a Policy Development 
Panel Task Group. If not, it the Planning Design Task Group could be set up as a joint Task 
Group with PMP.

 Further to above, a Planning Design Task Group be established composed of Councillors 
Astill, King, Redgate, Reynolds, and Walsh;

 Postage and Paper Reduction Task Group – It was agreed that this Task Group had served 
its purpose and could be removed from the Work Programme.

 Leisure Facilities Task Group – This was a joint Task Group with PMP which reported to 
Cabinet in in 2014 and tracking of recommendations considered by PDP in February 2015. 
It was agreed that, in consultation with PMP, this Task Group be removed from the work 
programme.

 The Panel identified that they would like to give consideration to possible Task Groups on 
Cross Departmental Working at South Holland District Council and also the Community 
Infrastructure Levy. It was agreed that officers would be invited to the next meeting of the 
Panel to give a position statement on these issues in order that the panel could make an 
informed decision on whether or not to proceed with a Task Group.

AGREED:
1. That the Work Programme be noted; and
2. That the actions be progressed as set out above.
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KEY DECISION PLAN Issued – 29 October 2019

Representations in respect of all the matters shown should be sent in writing, at least one week before the date or period the decision 
is likely to be made, to: 

 Democratic Services, Council Offices, Priory Road, Spalding, Lincolnshire, PE11 2XE
Telephone: 01775 764451 Fax: 01775 711253 Email: demservices@sholland.gov.uk

The Key Decision Plan shows all Key decisions that the Council is likely to make over the next twelve months

The Key Decision Plan is updated on a rolling basis and shows the decisions that will be considered and the date when the decision is 
expected to be made. In accordance with the Council’s Constitution the DECISIONS detailed within this document, unless otherwise 
stated, come into force and may then be implemented on the expiry of a 5 working day call-in period  from the date of publication of 
any decision.  

Key decisions are: “A decision which, in relation to an executive function, has a significant effect on communities in two or more 
Wards of the Council and / or is likely to result in the Authority incurring expenditure, generating income or making savings in any 
single financial year above the threshold of £75,000 in respect of revenue expenditure and £180,000 in respect of capital expenditure.”

Significant decisions are: 1. A decision made in connection with setting the Council Tax; 2. A decision to approve any matter relating 
to a Policy or Strategic Plan; 3. Any non-Executive decision which significantly affects the community in two or more wards or electoral 
divisions. Some of the decisions will be recommendations to full Council, particularly if they impact on the Budget and the Policy 
Framework (comprising of statutory plans and strategies)

PORTFOLIO 
HOLDER / 
SUBJECT

PURPOSE OF DECISION CONSULTEES AND 
METHOD OF 

CONSULTATION

SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTS

LIKELY DATE OF 
DECISION AND WHO 

WILL MAKE DECISION
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PORTFOLIO 
HOLDER / 
SUBJECT

PURPOSE OF DECISION CONSULTEES AND 
METHOD OF 

CONSULTATION

SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTS

LIKELY DATE OF 
DECISION AND WHO 

WILL MAKE DECISION
Approval for 
Right of way over 
land at St 
Margarets 
Quadring

To grant approval to Seagate Homes 
for the Right of way over the land 
located at St Margaret's Quadring

Portfolio Holder for 
Communities and Facilities 
Before 30 Nov 2019

Portfolio Holder 
for Housing and 
Health

General Repairs 
- Maintenance of 
footpaths, 
roadways and 
boundary walls.

For the external general repairs for 
concrete footpaths, roadways and 
boundary walls, serving council 
dwellings and garages, which have 
reached the end of their lifespan and 
require replacement or repairs.

Housing Landlord 
Manager Before 30 Nov 
2019

Property 
acquisition to 
support Housing 
Options service 
delivery.

The authority is exploring the purchase 
of residential property to improve 
options to address housing need in the 
district.

Portfolio Holder for 
Housing and Health Before 
30 Nov 2019
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PORTFOLIO 
HOLDER / 
SUBJECT

PURPOSE OF DECISION CONSULTEES AND 
METHOD OF 

CONSULTATION

SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTS

LIKELY DATE OF 
DECISION AND WHO 

WILL MAKE DECISION
Portfolio Holder 
for Housing and 
Health

Housing Income 
Management 
Policy

To seek approval of the Housing 
Income Management Policy

Cabinet 3 Dec 2019

Portfolio Holder 
for Housing and 
Health

Housing Repairs 
Policy

To approve the policy Cabinet 3 Dec 2019

Portfolio Holder 
for Housing and 
Health

Chimney repairs, 
repointing and 
removal Contract

For the Chimney repairs, repointing 
and removal including Pitched roof 
repairs to various council dwellings as 
identified in reaching the end of their 
lifespan, or the chimney is no longer 
required.

Housing Landlord 
Manager Before 20 Dec 
2019
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PORTFOLIO 
HOLDER / 
SUBJECT

PURPOSE OF DECISION CONSULTEES AND 
METHOD OF 

CONSULTATION

SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTS

LIKELY DATE OF 
DECISION AND WHO 

WILL MAKE DECISION
Portfolio Holder 
for Housing and 
Health

Flat Roof 
replacement and 
repairs Contract

For the replacement of various types of 
flat roofs to Council Dwellings, 
outbuildings and garages, which have 
reached the end of their lifespan and 
require replacement or repairs.

Housing Landlord 
Manager Before 20 Dec 
2019

Portfolio Holder 
for Place

Daffodil Route 
Improvements

To provide an update on potential 
improvements to the Daffodil Route 
between Pinchbeck Road and Johnson 
Hospital utilising section 106 funding to 
improve health and well being 
opportunities

Cabinet 14 Jan 2020

*Cabinet Membership
The Lord Porter of Spalding CBE (Leader)
Councillor C N Worth (Deputy Leader of the Council)
Councillor G J Taylor (Deputy Leader)
Councillor T Carter (Portfolio Holder)
Councillor A Casson (Portfolio Holder)
Councillor P E Coupland (Portfolio Holder)
Councillor R Gambba-Jones (Portfolio Holder)
Councillor C J Lawton (Portfolio Holder)
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If you have any comments or queries regarding any of the entries in the Key Decision Plan please contact:

Democratic Services, Council Offices, Priory Road, Spalding, Lincolnshire, PE11 2XE
Telephone: 01775 764451 Fax: 01775 711253 Email: demservices@sholland.gov.uk
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SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Councillor Tracey Carter – Portfolio Holder for Governance and 
Customer

To: Performance Monitoring Panel – Tuesday 12 November 2019
Cabinet – Tuesday 3 December 2019

Author: Ross Bangs – Corporate Innovation, Change and Performance 
Manager

Subject: Performance Overview Report – Quarter 2 2019/20

Purpose: To provide an update on how the Council is performing for the period 
1st July 2019 – 30th September 2019

Recommendation(s): 

1)  To note the content of the report

1.0 Background

The Quarter 2 2019-20 Performance Report detailed in Appendix A aims to provide 
Members, businesses and residents with an overview of how the Council is 
performing against a number of key strategic indicators. These indicators include 
the delivery of frontline services, financial performance and progress made towards 
achieving the overarching aims an objectives of the Council as set out in the 
Corporate Plan.   

In addition the covering report will highlight areas of improved and high performance 
and also where performance is challenging. Where this is the case the report will 
summarise what officers are doing to address this.  

2.0 Key Performance Indicators
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2.1 Performance is reported using the RAG system with green demonstrating where an 
indicator is on or above target, amber where the indicator is below target but 
showing an upward trend and red where an indicator is significantly below target. 

Of the 15 measurable indicators the below table shows an improvement in 
performance across the Council when compared with Quarter 119/20. 

Indicator Quarter 2 19/20 Quarter 1 19/20
2 (13.33%) 4 (26.66%)

3 (20%) 0 (6%)
10 (66.67%) 11 (73.33%)

3.0   Areas of Success

The average re-let time for Q2 was 20 days based on a total of 61 lets. This is a 
significant increase when compared with the same period 12 months ago where the 
average was 35 days. 

Performance relating to the time taken to respond to customer feedback continues 
to perform strongly with 97% of all FOIs being responded to within 20 working days 
and 97% of complaints being responded to within 15 working days a significant 
increase when compared to the same period 12 months ago. 

Performance within the Council’s customer contact centre is very positive with just 
under 93% of the 20,741 calls being received within this period being answered 
against a target of 91%. In addition there has been a reduction in the time taken for 
a call to be answered with an average wait time of 85 seconds, down from 130 
seconds when compared with the same period 12 months ago. 

There has been a decrease in the number of reported flytips within the District for 
Q2 with 164 a decrease of 42 when compared with the same period 12 months ago. 
In addition there has been a decrease in the amount of time taken to remove a flytip 
for this period, with an average response time of 5.3 days.  

3.1 Areas for Improvement

There was a total of 465 missed waste collections in quarter 2 equating to 46 per 
every 100,000 scheduled collections which further equates to 0.05%. The average 
time to remedy a reported missed collection was less than one day demonstrating 
an excellent service to residents. The team are currently working alongside CIP and 
digital to enable reports of missed collections to notify the crews directly therefore 
providing a greater level of response. This technology will also record where refuse 
has not been presented at roadside therefore allowing the Council to screen what is 
a true missed collection. 

4.0  Recommendation

4.1      That the contents of the report be noted

5.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS
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5.1   The Council’s performance is properly scrutinised.

6.0 IMPLICATIONS

6.1 Constitution & Legal

 The report is made within the terms of reference of the Performance Monitoring 
Panel.

6.2 Corporate Priorities

The report presents progress monitoring of performance of the corporate priorities.

6.3 Financial

The report contains information on Council’s performance which does convey 
some information relating to financial matters.

6.4 Reputation

Performance issues can cause some reputational consequence.  It is the purpose 
of this report to highlight performance issues at an early stage.

6.5 Risk Management

Performance issues may be subject to risk management measures to protect 
Council interests.

6.6 Staffing

The report contains information relating to staffing issues.

7.0         WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED 

7.1         No Wards or Communities are affected 

8.0         ACRONYMS 

PMP – Performance Monitoring Panel
LA – Local Authority

Background papers:- None

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Ross Bangs  – Change, Innovation & Performance 

Manager
Telephone Number: 07870835233
Email: ross.bangs@breckland-sholland.gov.uk 
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Director / Officer who will be attending the Meeting
Name and Post: Ross Bangs – Corporate Innovation, Change and 

Performance Manager 

Key Decision: No

Exempt Decision: No

Appendices attached to this report: 
Appendix A Quarter 2 Performance Report
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Performance Overview

Prepared by: Change, Innovation and
Performance TeamQ2 Performance Report

Q2, 2019 
JUL - SEP

Headline Page

B Y  S T A T U S

Red (13.33%)

Amber (20%)

Green (66.67%)

2

3

10

Performing/
Over-

Performing

Slightly
Under

Performing
Requiring 

Improvement

K E Y  P E R F O R M A N C E
OV E R V I E W

% of Calls answered - Page 1
% of Complaints responded to
within time frame specified -
Page 5
Housing void avg. Re-let times -
Page 7
Staff Turnover - Page 9
Staff Sickness - Page 9
Food businesses rated as '3' or
above - Page 11
Number of Grants awarded
(G4G)  - Page 12
Major Planning Application
Determination times - Page 14
Minor Planning application
determination times - Page 14

Number of missed waste
collections - Page 3
Empty properties brought back
into use - Page7

P E R F O R M A N C E  B R E A K D O W N  I N D E X

Q2, 2019 |  JUL -  SEP

Avg Days to deal with fly-tipping
- Page 3
% of FOIs responded to within
time frame specified - Page 5
EHC Income - Page 11
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Customer Engagement

Prepared by: Change, Innovation and
Performance TeamQ2 Performance Report

% OF CALLS
ANSWERED

93%
TA RG E T  I S  A B OV E
9 1 %

K E Y  I N D I C A T O R S

Q3

94-96%

% OF CALLS ANSWERED

% OF CALLS ANSWERED % ABANDONED

89.34

10.66
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3.43
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7.35
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93.6%

6.04%
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The main indicator highlighted in
this section focuses on the
percentage of calls that are
answered from the total number of
calls taken. A higher % indicates
more calls answered.

FORECASTED
% OF CALLS
ANSWERED

89%
TA RG E T  I S  A B OV E
9 1 %

NUMBER OF
CALLS
RECEIVED

20,741

AVERAGE WAIT
TIME (IN
SECONDS)

85
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130.5
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The main indicator in this section
focuses on the average waiting time
for phonecalls. A lower number
indicates less time for the call to be
answered.

FORECASTED AVERAGE
WAIT TIME IN
SECONDS

130

01
T h i s  s e c t i o n  c o v e r s  p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  s e r v i c e s  w e  p r o v i d e  t o   o u r

r e s i d e n t s  w h o  c o n t a c t  u s  e i t h e r  t h r o u g h  o u r  t r a d i t i o n a l  o r  d i g i t a l

p l a t f o r m s ,  w h i c h  i s  s u p p o r t i n g  o u r  c o r p o r a t e  p r i o r i t y "Our Council"

How we are performing as a council in these areas is measured by the
following

% of calls abandoned
Average wait time 
Number of retweets
Social media engagement
Number of website visitors

SAME PERIOD LAST
YEAR -AVERAGE
WAIT TIME (IN
SECONDS)

S E C O N D S

NUMBER OF
CALLS
RECEIVED

20,741
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Customer Engagement
continued

Q2 Performance Report

NUMBER OF
RETWEETS
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P O I N T S  T O  N O T E

12%

It is pleasing to note that customer
contact answer targets are being met,
Work continues to progress with skills
gap analysis for staff,  as well as
reviewing patterns and trends with call
volumes, to further identify service
improvements. Call  volumes were
slightly lower for this period, 6726 calls
in total were received compared to 6877
in 18/19. Average speed to answer has
decreased to 1m 18 secs compared to
the same period in 18/19 where it was
1m 25 secs

NUMBER OF
SOCIAL MEDIA
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Email (4.99%) Web Form (11.16%) Call (64.47%)

Face to Face (19.39%)

15%
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NUMBER OF WORKING DAYS TO DEAL WITH FLY TIPPING

AVG NO. DAYS
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Environmental Services

Q2 Performance Report

NUMBER OF
MISSED WASTE
COLLECTIONS

46
TA RG E T  I S  B E LO W
3 3

K E Y  I N D I C A T O R S

Q3

38-43

MISSED WASTE COLLECTION LAST 4 QUARTERS

MISSED COLLECTIONS

38
43
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The main indicator highlighted in
this section focuses on the
average number of missed
collections per 100,000 people, a
lower number is better for this
indicator as we look to ensure fewer
waste collections are missed

FORECASTED 
NUMBER OF
MISSED
WASTE
COLLECTIONS

SAME PERIOD LAST
YEAR -NUMBER OF
MISSED WASTE
COLLECTIONS

38
TA RG E T  I S  B E LO W
3 3

% OF
SUCCESSFUL
COLLECTIONS
WITHIN THE
DISTRICT

99.95%

NUMBER OF
WORKING DAYS TO
DEAL WITH FLY
TIPPING

5.3
Days
TA RG E T  I S  B E LO W  5
DAY S

Q3

4-5 Days

The main indicator in this section
focuses on the number of working
days to deal with fly tipping. A
lower number is better for this
indicator, as this ensure fewer days
between an incident being reported
to us and then being cleared.

FORECASTED NUMBER
OF WORKING DAYS TO
DEAL WITH FLY
TIPPING

4.7 Days
TA RG E T  I S  B E LO W  5
DAY S

NUMBER OF
FLY TIPS

164

02
T h i s  s e c t i o n  c o v e r s  p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  s e r v i c e s  w e  p r o v i d e  t o  t h e

d i s t r i c t s  c o m m u n i t y  a n d  e n v i r o n m e n t ,  w h i c h  i s  s u p p o r t i n g  o u r

c o r p o r a t e  p r i o r i t y "Your Place"
How we are performing as a council in these areas is measured by the
following

Number of bins collected vs number of bins missed
Number of working days to deal with fly tipping
Number of incidents of fly-tipping
% of household waste recycled or composted
Average number of working days to deal with missed waste
Number of garden waste subscribers

SAME PERIOD LAST
YEAR -NUMBER OF
WORKING DAYS TO
DEAL WITH FLY
TIPPING

4%
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Environmental Services
Continued

Q2 Performance Report

SATISFACTION
WITH SERCO

92%
U p  by  2 %  s i n c e  l a s t
Q u a r t e r

F L Y  T I P P I N G  A N N U A L  F I G U R E S  1 8 / 1 9

662

1099

1244

1775

880

721

1628

1516

FLY TIPPING INCIDENTS LAST 4 QUARTERS

FLY TIPS REPORTED

206
223

259

172 164

0

100

200

300

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

P O I N T S  T O  N O T E

Reporting on Q2 we are seeing an improvement
within the days to collect  f ly-tipping incidents that
have been reported,  The months of  July and
September performed well  and below the maximum
5 days target,  unfortunately August saw 6 days on
average which has raised this  performance measure
just  into the amber status.  issues causing the delay
in collection are similar  to that of  last  quarter
(dependency on f lyswot resources,  accuracy of
reporting etc.)

Missed waste collection f igures are showing as red
for this  month but once again it  is  important to note
that this  equates to 465 missed collections out of
over 1 mil l ion.  Giving us a  missed collection rate of
around 0.05%, there are multiple pieces of  work
underway around missed waste,  priority is  being
focused around how missed waste is  currently
reported on to the contact centre and logged into
the back office systems,  the Environmental  services
team is  working with IT and the web development
team to ensure missed waste collections can be
reported in more accurate ways,  broken down into
multiple categories such as contaminated collection,
bin not out in t ime or in right spot etc.  The team are
also working with the performance team to review
targets for this  PI  and how this  measure is  reported
in l ine with the above mentioned work,  the aim is  to
present these recommendations/changes within the
Q3 performance report.

% OF HOUSEHOLD
WASTE
RECYCLED OR
COMPOSTED

36.8%
3%

S U P P O R T I N G  D A T A  A N D  A N A L Y S I S

South Holland

Boston

East Lindsey

Fenland

North Kesteven

South Kesteven

Lincoln

Melton

% OF HOUSEHOLD WASTE RECYCLED OR COMPOSTED

RECYCLED (25.07%) COMPOSTED (10.76%)

RESIDUAL WASTE (64.17%)

AVERAGE NUMBER
OF WORKING DAYS
TO DEAL WITH
MISSED WASTE

< 1 Days

FLY TIPS REPORTED MONTHLY BREAKDOWN
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NUMBER OF
GARDEN WASTE
SUBSCRIBERS

6,167
+298
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Information and
Feedback

Q2 Performance Report

% OF FOI'S
RESPONDED TO
IN TIME

97%
TA RG E T  I S  1 0 0 %

K E Y  I N D I C A T O R S

Q3

96-98%

% OF FOI'S RESPONDED TO IN TIME

% RESPONDED TO IN TIME

72%
78%

92% 96% 97%
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The main indicator highlighted in
this section focuses on the
percentage of FOI's responded to
within the statutory 20 day
timescale.

FORECASTED
% OF FOI'S
RESPONDED
TO IN TIME

SAME PERIOD LAST
YEAR -% OF FOI'S
RESPONDED TO IN
TIME

72%
TA RG E T  I S  1 0 0 %

NUMBER OF
FOIS DUE
RESPONSE

125

% OF
COMPLAINTS
RESPONDED TO
IN TIME

97%
TA RG E T  I S  A B OV E
8 0 %

Q3

95-100%

% OF COMPLAINTS RESPONDED TO IN TIME

% RESPONDED TO IN TIME

67%
80%

87% 92% 97%
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The main indicator in this section
focuses on the number on the % of
complaints responded to within the
agreed timescale. The standard
timescale for a response in 15 DAYS
unless an agreement for an
extension is made.

FORECASTED % OF
COMPLAINTS
RESPONDED TO IN
TIME

67%

03
T h i s  s e c t i o n  c o v e r s  p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  s e r v i c e s  w e  p r o v i d e  f o r  t h o s e  w h o

w i s h  t o  s u b m i t  F r e e d o m  o f  I n f o m a t i o n  ( F O I )  r e q u e s t s  o r  c o r p o r a t e

c o m p l a i n t s  t o   u s ,  w h i c h  i s  s u p p o r t i n g  o u r  c o r p o r a t e  p r i o r i t y "Our Council"

How we are performing as a council in these areas is measured by the
following

% of Freedom of Information Requests (FOI's) responded to in time
% of complaints responded to in time
Number of complaints received
Number of FOI's received
Average response time to complaints

SAME PERIOD LAST
YEAR -% OF
COMPLAINTS
RESPONDED TO IN
TIME

28%

TA RG E T  I S  A B OV E
8 0 %

NUMBER OF
COMPLAINTS
DUE RESPONSE

39
39%
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Information and
Feedback continued

Q2 Performance Report

NUMBER OF
COMPLAINTS
RECEIVED

25

SATISFACTION
WITH SERCO

92%
U p  by  2 %  s i n c e  l a s t
Q u a r t e r

NUMBER OF COMPLAINTS CLOSED

COMPLAINTS CLOSED COMPLAINTS UPHELD

61

40

27 26

39

8 8
4 3 2

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2
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P O I N T S  T O  N O T E

10%

FOI response rates are at the highest they
have been within South Holland district
council,  in comparison the average % of
FOIs responded to within the time limit
for most local authorities is around 80%.
The same applies for complaint response
times with only 1 complaint not responded
to within 15 days, this particular
complaint required multiple services input
and collaboration to respond in the right
way, it is worth noting the CIP team
communicated with the customer to make
them aware of the delay in response.

Complaint response times have improved
overall  for this quarter with an average of
13-14 days compared to 15 days for last
quarter. The overall  number of complaints
has increased slightly by around 25% for
this quarter when compared to last
however the number of complaints we
upheld as a council  actually reduced,
which is positive to factor. Analysis by the
team does not highlight any particular
areas of concern at this stage and no
trends have emerged.

Whilst FOIs coming into the council
increased analysis shows that around 40%
of these were generated as Nil return,
going forward the Statutory information
officer will  be issuing responses to Nil
returns and satisfying the requester
before the stage it is logged as an FOI, this
allows greater accuracy of reporting what
the councils actual FOI volumes are.

NUMBER OF
FOI'S RECEIVED

129
92%

S U P P O R T I N G  D A T A  A N D  A N A L Y S I S

METHOD OF CONTACT FOR COMPLAINTS/FOIS

VIA WEB FORM (60.61%) VIA EMAIL (25.76%)

VIA LETTER (9.09%) VIA OTHER (4.55%)

AVERAGE
RESPONSE TIME TO
COMPLAINTS

14
Days

25 Complaints
recieved

129 FOI
requests received
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Housing and
Homelessness

Q2 Performance Report

AVERAGE HOUSING
RE-LET TIME - ALL
TENURES

20
Days

K E Y  I N D I C A T O R S

Q3

18-22
DAYS

HOUSING RE-LET (VOID) TIME - ALL TENURES

TOTAL AVG DAYS

35

20 18

24
20

0
5

10
15
20
25
30
35

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

Total time in days from keys in to keys
out - including major works for all
tenures (General Needs and Sheltered
Housing). This is calculated by total
number of days properties remain
vacant divided by the number or
properties vacant in the period.

FORECASTED
AVERAGE HOUSING
RE-LET TIME - ALL
TENURES

SAME PERIOD LAST
YEAR -
AVERAGE HOUSING
RE-LET TIME - ALL
TENURES

35
Days

TOTAL # OF
VOID
PROPERTIES

61

# OF EMPTY
PROPERTIES
BACK IN USE

0
TA RG E T  I S  A B OV E
2 5

Q3

30-46

EMPTY PROPERTIES BACK IN USE

NUMBER OF PROPERTIES

43

6

27
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Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

The main indicator in this section
focuses on the number number of
empty properties brought back into
use through direct intervention by
the council. A higher number means
more properties are being brought
back into use

FORECASTED # OF
PROPERTIES BACK IN
USE

0
TA RG E T  I S  A B OV E
2 5

# OF EMPTY
PROPERTIES
BACK IN USE
SINCE Q1

0

04
T h i s  s e c t i o n  c o v e r s  p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  o u r  h o u s i n g  s e r v i c e s ,  w h i c h

w e  p r o v i d e  t o  o u r  r e s i d e n t s ,  w h i c h  i s  s u p p o r t i n g  o u r  c o r p o r a t e

p r i o r i t y "Your Home"

How we are performing as a council in these areas is measured by the
following

Number of cases prevented from homelessness
Number of empty properties back in use
% of South Holland residents who are homeless
Average time taken to be housed within priority banding

SAME PERIOD
LAST YEAR -# OF
EMPTY
PROPERTIES BACK
IN USE

TA RG E T  I S  B E LO W
2 8  DAY S
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Housing and
Homelessness continued

Q2 Performance Report

Total saved in rent
loss due to housing
re-let improved
performance (vs Q2
last year)

£10,351

AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS TO PROCESS AND IMPLEMENT DFG
APPLICATIONS

155

201

232

189 193
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200
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Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

P O I N T S  T O  N O T E

The housing service continues to work to a
personalised housing plan (PHP) to address a
number of performance areas including
homelessness – actions will  be required of
both the customer and SHDC

Whilst the figure for empty properties brought
back into use sits at 0 for the quarter It  is
important to note the private sector housing
team have primarily been focusing on HMO
Licensing for this quarter,  the council  tax team
work to closely monitor the empty property
figures within the district which sits around
the national average,  no concerns have been
raised on this with regards to the new homes
bonus which ties in with this figure.

Going forward this figure will  be broken down
into two new PIs,  one will  be the annual churn
figure which will  reflect the yearly empty
homes figure and if  this has reduced or
increased since last year,  this ties in directly
with the new homes bonus.  The second figure
will  be a quarterly measure which will  show
the number of empty homes referred to the
private sector housing team which this team
has taken direct action on.

HouseMark, one of the UK housing sector’s
largest membership organisations,  providing
solutions and opportunities to drive
performance improvements have released new
guidelines on calculating void days,  whilst this
will  not affect the service or its figures too
dramatically the housing service will  be
reviewing this area of housing void days
calculation to ensure figures are calculated
accurately and in l ine with best practice.

S U P P O R T I N G  D A T A  A N D  A N A L Y S I S

HOUSEHOLDS IN TEMP ACCOMMODATION AT END OF Q4
(LATEST DATA AVAILABLE)

Total # of households in te..
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N u m b e r  o f  a s s e s s e d  h o u s e h o l d s  o w e d
h o m e l e s s n e s s  p r e v e n t i o n  d u t y  b y  L o c a l
A u t h o r i t y  ( Q 4  i s  l a t e s t  a v a i l a b l e  d a t a )
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TIME TAKEN TO
PROCESS DFG
APPLICATIONS

193
DAYS

2%
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# OF CASES
PREVENTED FROM
HOMELESSNESS
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Employee Workforce

Q2 Performance Report

STAFF
TURNOVER (%)

3.9%
TA RG E T  I S  B E LO W
4 . 3 %

K E Y  I N D I C A T O R S

Q3

2-3%

STAFF TURNOVER (%)

TURNOVER

2.6

1.2
1.7

3.9
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The main indicator highlighted in
this section focuses on the
percentage of staff turnover. This is
calculated by the total number of
leavers against the total number of
staff employed. A lower number
shows successful staff retention

FORECASTED
STAFF
TURNOVER (%)

SAME PERIOD LAST
YEAR -STAFF
TURNOVER (%)

2.6%

NUMBER OF
LEAVERS IN THE
PERIOD

10

# OF WORKING
DAYS LOST TO
SICKNESS PER
FTE

1.6
TA RG E T  I S  B E LO W
2 . 5  DAY S

Q3

1.5-2
DAYS

WORKING DAYS LOST TO SICKNESS PER FTE

DAYS LOST PER FTE

2.5

1.7
1.5 1.4

1.6

0

1

2

3

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

The main indicator in this section
focuses on the number on the
number of working days lost per
FTE (Full Time Equivalent). A lower
number shows less time lost to
sickness

FORECASTED # OF
WORKING DAYS LOST
TO SICKNESS PER FTE

2.5 

05
T h i s  s e c t i o n  c o v e r s  p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  o u r  o f f e r  t o  c o u n c i l

e m p l o y e e s .  T h i s  r e l a t e s  t o  t h e  c o r p o r a t e  p r i o r i t y "Our Council"

How we are performing as a council in these areas is measured by the
following

Staff turnover
Number of working days lost to sickness per FTE (Full Time Equivalent)
Number of leavers
Number of days lost to sickness

SAME PERIOD LAST
YEAR -# OF WORKING
DAYS LOST TO
SICKNESS PER FTE

TA RG E T  I S  B E LO W
4 . 3 %

TA RG E T  I S  B E LO W
2 . 5  DAY S

NUMBER OF DAYS
LOST TO
SICKNESS

372
23%
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Employee Workforce
Continued

Q2 Performance Report

NUMBER OF DAYS
LOST TO
SICKNESS

372

NUMBER OF LEAVERS

LEAVERS
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Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

P O I N T S  T O  N O T E

It is pleasing to report that South
Holland district council is reporting
as the best performing council for
sickness in all of the East Midlands
areas for days lost to sickness per
FTE, the next lowest being South
Northamptonshire at 1.5 days lost.
The chart on this page also
demonstrates how long term and
short term absence compares to the
UK national average

In terms of turnover, performance
is just under target which is
positive in this area with 10 leavers
in Q2, leaving South Holland just
below the national average for
turnover, the turnover rate was
forecasted to rise in Q2 as there
were no leavers in Q1 and we
expected to see a handful of leavers
balancing out this figure which is
often standard and these figures do
not show any concerning issues
with staff retention

S U P P O R T I N G  D A T A  A N D  A N A L Y S I S

NUMBER OF DAYS LOST TO SICKNESS PER FTE

LONG TERM SHORT TERM

2.2

1.2
0.9 0.8

1.1

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2
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4

5

According to the most recent
Local Government workforce
survey the average quarterly
staff turnover rate for local
authorities is 3.6% and this
data is based on 87 local
authority responses.

SHORT TERM
SICKNESS UK LA
AVERAGE (1.1 DAYS)

LONG TERM
SICKNESS UK LA
AVERAGE (1.3 DAYS)
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23%

SHORT TERM DAYS LOST VS LONG TERM DAYS LOST

LONG TERM (69.35%)

SHORT TERM (30.65%)

258

114
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Public Protection

Q2 Performance Report

EHTC NET
INCOME (£)

£27,808
TA RG E T  I S  A B OV E
£ 2 9 , 0 0 0

K E Y  I N D I C A T O R S

Q3

£33-38K

EHTC NET INCOME (£)

NET INCOME

£43,395£44,663

£35,000£33,000£32,000
£27,808
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The main indicator highlighted in
this section focuses on the net
income produced by EHTC. The
higher the number the more net
income generated

FORECASTED
EHTC NET
INCOME

SAME PERIOD LAST
YEAR -EHTC NET
INCOME (£)

NET INCOME THIS
FINANCIAL YEAR

% OF FOOD
BUSINESSES
RATED 3 OR
ABOVE

98.5%

Q3

97-99%

% OF FOOD BUSINESSES RATED 3 OR ABOVE

% OF FOOD BUSINESSES

96.3 96.9 98.3 98.11 98.5

60

80

100

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

The main indicator in this section
focuses on the percentage of food
business rated 3 (generally
satisfactory) or above within the
district. A higher number means
more businesses are achieving this
standard

FORECASTED % OF
FOOD BUSINESSES
RATED 3 OR ABOVE

96.3%

NUMBER OF
BUSINESSES RATED
3 OR ABOVE

628
Out of

637

06
T h i s  s e c t i o n  c o v e r s  p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  o u r  P u b l i c  P r o t e c t i o n

s e r v i c e s .  T h i s  r e l a t e s  t o  t h e  c o r p o r a t e  p r i o r i t y "Your Health and
Wellbeing"

How we are performing as a council in these areas is measured by the
following

EHTC (Environmental Health Training & Consultancy) net income 
% of food businesses rated 3 or above
Number of food businesses within the district

SAME PERIOD LAST
YEAR -% OF FOOD
BUSINESSES RATED
3 OR ABOVE

These indicators highlight the
number of registered food business
present within the district

TOTAL NUMBER OF
FOOD BUSINESSES
RATED WITHIN THE
DISTRICT

% OF FOOD
BUSINESSES
RATED BELOW 3

% OF RATED
BUSINESSES AS A 5
(VERY GOOD)

77.9%637 1.1%

TA RG E T  I S  A B OV E
9 8 %

TA RG E T  I S  A B OV E
£ 2 9 , 0 0 0

£43,663 £59,808
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Economic and Growth

Q2 Performance Report

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
OCCUPANCY

98%
TA RG E T  I S  A B OV E
9 0 %

K E Y  I N D I C A T O R S

Q3

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY OCCUPANCY

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY OCCUPANCY

98% 98% 98% 98% 98%
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The main indicator highlighted in
this section focuses on the % of
commercial units that have been
let.  A higher number shows
increased income and occupancy 
from our assets.

FORECASTED
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
OCCUPANCY

SAME PERIOD LAST
YEAR -COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
OCCUPANCY

98%

COMMERCIAL 
UNITS LET

49 OUT
OF 50

NUMBER OF
GRANTS
DELIVERED VIA
GRANTS4GROWTH

16
TA RG E T  I S  A B OV E
1 2

Q3

15-20

GRANTS4GROWTH DELIVERY

NUMBER OF GRANTS AWARDED

27

19
23

6

16
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Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

The main indicator in this section
focuses on the total number of grants
that are awarded via grants for
growth to local businesses within the
district, higher is better as we look
to award more grants where possible
to boost local businesses

FORECASTED # OF
GRANTS4GROWTH
GRANTS DELIVERED

21
TA RG E T  I S  A B OV E
1 2

VALUE
AWARDED IN
GRANTS FOR
YEAR (19/20)
SO FAR

£199,774

07
T h i s  s e c t i o n  c o v e r s  p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  a r e a s  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  c o u n c i l s

e c o n o m i c  a n d  g r o w t h  s e r v i c e s .  T h i s  r e l a t e s  t o  t h e  c o r p o r a t e

p r i o r i t y "Your Opportunity"

How we are performing as a council in these areas is measured by the
following

Commercial Property gross rental income
New homes delivered
New homes completed
Wage levels
Unemployment levels

TA RG E T  I S  A B OV E
9 0 % 98%
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YEAR - NUMBER OF
GRANTS DELIVERED
VIA G4G
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Economic and Growth
Continued

Q2 Performance Report

NEW HOMES
COMPLETED (18/19)

809
SATISFACTION
WITH SERCO

92%
U p  by  2 %  s i n c e  l a s t
Q u a r t e r

P O I N T S  T O  N O T E

342 Above
requirement

Grants4growth performance has
improved from last quarter as a result of
increased marketing of the scheme and
more positive uptake in general,  it  is
important to note we are still  currently
in a scenario of uncertainty due to Brexit
which is naturally going to affect figures
with people being more reluctant with
regards to gaining investment and
entering into new business
arrangements and ventures as
demonstrated by recent findings of the
chambers business briefings.

45
45%

S U P P O R T I N G  D A T A  A N D  A N A L Y S I S

UNEMPLOYMENT
RATE

4.3%
East Midlands
average is 4.6%

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (%)

SOUTH HOLLAND EAST MIDLANDS AVG

3.5 3.6
3.9

4.2 4.3
3.9

4.3
4.5 4.6 4.6

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2
2

4

5

NEW HOMES DELIVERED BREAKDOWN

NEW HOMES (84.44%)

NEW AFFORDABLE HOMES (15.56%)

38

7

NEW HOMES
DELIVERED

S O U T H  H O L L A N D  H O U S I N G  D E L I V E R Y  B R E A K D O W N

£22,326
AVERAGE WAGE FOR

SOUTH HOLLAND
RESIDENTS

This has increased by 3.1% since last year
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PLANNING PROVISION
Q2, 2019 |  JUL -  SEP

Q2 Performance Report

% OF MA JOR
PLANNING
APPLICATIONS
DETERMINED WITHIN
TIME

93.3%
TA RG E T  I S  A B OV E
6 0 %

K E Y  I N D I C A T O R S

Q3

85-90%

% OF MA JOR PLANNING APPLICATIONS DETERMINED WITHIN
TIME

APPS DETERMINED WITHIN 13 W..

100 96 100

81.2
93.3

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

The main indicator highlighted in
this section focuses on the
percentage of major planning
applications determined within time
(13 weeks or agreed extension). The
higher the number, the more agreed
within this period.

FORECASTED % OF
MA JOR PLANNING
APPLICATIONS
DETERMINED
WITHIN TIME

SAME PERIOD LAST
YEAR -% OF MA JOR
PLANNING
APPLICATIONS
DETERMINED WITHIN
TIME

100%

NUMBER OF
APPLICATIONS
DETERMINED
WITHIN PERIOD

15

% OF MINOR
PLANNING
APPLICATIONS
DETERMINED WITHIN
TIME

93.2%
TA RG E T  I S  A B OV E
7 0 %

Q3

88-93%

% OF MINOR PLANNING APPLICATIONS DETERMINED WITHIN
TIME

APPS DETERMINED WITHIN 8 WEEKS

90.24 89.86 87.41
80.3

93.2

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

The main indicator in this section
focuses on the percentage of minor
planning applications determined
within time (8 weeks or agreed
extension). The higher the number
the more agreed within this period

FORECASTED % OF
MINOR PLANNING
APPLICATIONS
DETERMINED WITHIN
TIME

163

08
T h i s  s e c t i o n  c o v e r s  p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  a r e a s  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  c o u n c i l s

p l a n n i n g  s e r v i c e s .  T h i s  r e l a t e s  t o  t h e  c o r p o r a t e  p r i o r i t y"Your Place"

How we are performing as a council in these areas is
measured by the following

% of major planning applications determined within time
% of minor planning applications determined within time

SAME PERIOD LAST
YEAR -% OF MINOR
PLANNING
APPLICATIONS
DETERMINED WITHIN
TIME

TA RG E T  I S  A B OV E
6 0 %

TA RG E T  I S  A B OV E
7 0 %

90.2%

NUMBER OF
APPLICATIONS
DETERMINED
WITHIN PERIOD
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SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Robert Walker, Executive Director, Place

To: Performance Monitoring Panel Tuesday, 12 November 2019 

(Author: Lucy Buttery, Principal Planning Officer)

Subject Review of Implemented Planning Decisions

Purpose: To report on the review and to consider the findings

Recommendation: 

1) That the Panel gives consideration to the report and that conclusions from the review of 
implemented planning decisions be reported to the Planning Committee; and

2) That the Panel considers how often it wishes to undertake future reviews of implemented 
planning decisions

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 The Local Government Association’s Probity in Planning guide highlights that it is good 
practice for councillors to visit a sample of implemented planning permissions to assess the 
quality of the decisions and the development. It is suggested that this should improve the 
quality and consistency of decision-making, strengthen public confidence in the planning 
system, and can help with reviews of planning policy.

1.2 At South Holland District Council, this review is undertaken by the Performance Monitoring 
Panel. Part 3, Section D (Delegations to Committees) of the Constitution states that the 
Performance Monitoring Panel shall ‘revisit a number of implemented planning decisions’. 

1.3 The Panel had previously carried out a tour of the District on 8th November 2016.

2.0 THE TOUR

2.1 The latest tour took place on 5th September 2019 with morning and afternoon sessions 
taking in different areas of the district. Eight Members took part and were present for the 
whole day.

2.2 A selection of eight residential developments were visited after prior discussion with the 
Chairman of the Panel. The sites chosen comprised both small and large-scale schemes 
with some under construction and some now complete.

2.3 For the day, Members were provided with an electronic information pack outlining the 
background and key issues relating to each site as well as a block plan of the site. Paper
copies of this pack were provided where required. Verbal assistance was given on site 
where necessary and Officers noted Members’ feedback for each site.
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2.4 A debriefing was held after the tour to review the day and draw conclusions.

3.0 CONCLUSIONS

3.1 The main conclusions drawn from the exercise were that the sites visited - although all 
major residential schemes - varied in terms of their quality. As well as good quality 
schemes, it was considered that there were instances of development being let down by a 
lack of attention to detail and a lack of forethought. There were recurring themes 
throughout the day, such as the siting and standard of refuse collection points and the 
positioning of meter boxes.

3.2 It was noted that schemes that were of concern at the planning application stage had 
actually turned out better than expected once completed on the ground.

3.3 A full summary of comments for each site can be found in Appendix A.

3.4 In response to this, it is considered that it would be prudent to consider the key design 
issues identified by the Panel as part of the separate work on the specific Supplementary 
Planning Document on Design that is being formulated to support the Local Plan.  It is 
suggested that this document, although being part of the remit of the Joint Strategic 
Planning Committee, should be brought to a future meeting of the Policy Development 
Panel (PDP).

4.0 OPTIONS

4.1 Option 1 - That the Panel considers the report and recommends the conclusions for 
consideration by the Planning Committee. 

4.2 Option 2 - That the Panel does nothing.

5.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

5.1 Option 1 is recommended in order to inform the Performance Monitoring Panel and the 
Planning Committee of the conclusions of the review. 

5.2 Option 2 is not recommended as it would be contrary to the purpose of the review, which is 
to improve the quality and consistency of decision-making, strengthen public confidence in 
the planning system, and help with reviews of planning policy. 

6.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS

6.1 The delivery of quality development within South Holland on an ongoing basis.

7.0 IMPLICATIONS

7.1 Corporate Priorities

7.1.1 The review of implemented planning decisions relates to the following corporate priorities:
 Your Home – Enable effective planning and delivery of housing solutions to meet 

local needs and aspirations to ensure that our residents have access to a range of 
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housing options in the district; and ensure that our residents are enabled to live in 
high quality housing no matter the tenure;

 Your Place – Support the expansion and growth of Spalding and Holbeach to be 
attractive places where people want to visit, live and work whilst supporting all other 
towns and villages in the district to meets the needs of their communities.

8.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

8.1 There are no wards or communities affected.

9.0 ACRONYMS

9.1 Not applicable.

Background papers:- None.

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Lucy Buttery Principal Planning Officer
Telephone Number 01775 764470
Email: lbuttery@sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision: No

Exempt Decision: No

This report refers to a Discretionary Service

Appendices attached to this report: 
Appendix A Summary of Comments from Review of Implemented Planning 

Decisions (5th September 2019)
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Appendix A

Summary of Comments from Review of Implemented Planning Decisions 
(5th September 2019)

Site location Description of 
development

Decision date and 
route

Comments

Peterborough 
Road, Crowland

Two phases: 
H02-0468-14 – 50 
dwellings
H02-0299-16 – 52 
dwellings

Approved via 
Committee on 
02-12-14 and 
08-05-17 
respectively.

Phase 1:
- Quality of play area (limited 

pieces of equipment)
- Pumping station located in 

middle of open space 
thereby limiting functionality

Phase 2:
- Overall layout and design 

good
- Good variety of materials 

(brick and tile types)
- Could be more variety of 

front door design
- Potential for more variation 

of ‘building line’
- Presence of cables on front 

of houses for satellite 
dishes

- Obtrusiveness of meter 
boxes

Land off Broad 
Land and 
Westmoreland 
Road, Moulton

H13-0372-18 (s.73) 
– 39 dwellings

Originally approved 
via Committee on 
30-11-16

- Good transition from 
Westmoreland Rd to new 
development

- External design of 
affordable units different to 
market units

- Mismatched window 
colours and door features

St Johns Road, 
Spalding

H16-1083-16 – 48 
affordable 
dwellings

Deferred from 
Committee on 01-
02-17 pending 
discussions with 
applicant. 
Application 
subsequently 
reported to 
Chairman’s Panel 
who were content 
that issues were 
resolved.

- No railings/fencing around a 
particular refuse collection 
point to define it

- Meter boxes located on 
side elevations where 
possible

- Does not feel like a 100% 
affordable scheme

- ‘Stone’ cill details liked

Parkside 
Crescent, 
Spalding

H16-1245-16 – 10 
dwellings

Approved via 
Committee on 07-
03-17

- Reasonable design
- Meter boxes on side 

elevations where possible
- Prominence of parking 
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space numbering

- No level access to some 
properties

- Some properties lower than 
road meaning a drop down 
to rear garden gate

Land off 
Wardentree Lane, 
Pinchbeck

H14-0156-14 – 169 
dwellings

Approved via 
Committee on 25-
05-16

- Overdevelopment
- Mismatch of brick type on 

semi-detached dwellings
- Pavements and road all 

block paved in parts 
(visibility issues)

- Small refuse collection 
points

Holland Park, 
Spalding

H16-0464-14 – 
Reserved matters 
approval for 312 
dwellings

Approved via 
Committee on 21-
10-14

- Uncertain on bricked up 
windows as a feature

- Visual dominance of 
balcony on certain house 
types

- Planting scheme could be 
improved

- Overbearing in places
- Juxtaposition of 3 storey 

and 2 storey dwellings
Kingfisher Court, 
Wygate Park, 
Spalding

H16-0716-13 – 
Reserved matters 
approval for 286 
dwellings

Approved via 
Committee on 11-
03-14

- Confined feel
- Positioning of refuse 

collection points in relation 
to surrounding development
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SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Rob Walker, or Executive Director - Place

To: Performance Monitoring Panel Tuesday, 12 November 2019 

(Author: Dee Bedford Community Safety & Enforcement Manager)

Subject Corporate Enforcement Update

Purpose: To provide Members with an update on enforcement activity

Recommendation(s): 

1) That the content of the report be noted

2) That a further update is provided to the Performance Monitoring Panel in six months’ time

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 The Council is responsible for enforcing a wide range of legislation, with powers of 
enforcement usually delegated to individual officers in the various service areas concerned. 

1.2 Enforcement activity in the Council is extensive and includes planning enforcement, 
contraventions of building regulations, littering, fly-tipping, anti-social behaviour, abandoned 
vehicles, evictions, possessions, prohibitions orders, food safety, health and safety, 
licensing, noise nuisance and pollution. The activity covers individuals, public areas, homes 
and businesses.

1.3 All departments dealing with enforcement do so in line with the Corporate Enforcement 
Policy approved on 29th May 2018. All services adopt an incremental approach to 
enforcement; starting with compliance, advice or warnings and progressing to other 
enforcement activity where proportionate and appropriate.

2.0 ENFORCEMENT DATA

2.1 Performance indicators created for this financial year commenced 1 April 2019, requiring all 
teams across the authority with enforcement responsibilities to report on their enforcement 
on a quarterly basis. The tables below show enforcement activity over Q1 and Q2. 
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2.2 Table showing enforcement activity for Q1

Service No. 
informal 
notices/
warning 
letters

No. voluntary 
undertakings

No. 
Statutory 
notices

No. 
financial 
penalties

No. Injunctive 
Actions, 
Enforcement 
Orders etc

No.  
Simple 
Cautions

No. 
Prosecutions

Environmental 
Protection

94 0 0 1 0 0 1

Licensing* 7 0 N/A N/A N/A 0 0
Food, Health 
and Safety

85 1 0 0 N/A 0 0

Communities 22 0 0 49 0 N/A 4
Planning 0 N/A 6 N/A 0 N/A 0
Housing 11 0 1 0 0 0 0
Building Control 0 135 1 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 219 136 8 50 0 0 5

2.3 Table showing enforcement activity for Q2

Service No. 
informal 
notices/
warning 
letters

No. voluntary 
undertakings

No. 
Statutory 
notices

No. 
financial 
penalties

No. Injunctive 
Actions, 
Enforcement 
Orders etc

No. 
Simple 
Cautions

No. 
Prosecutions

Environmental 
Protection

158 0 0 0 0 0 0

Licensing* 8 0 4 N/A N/A 0 0
Food, Health 
and Safety

117 0 0 0 N/A 0 0

Communities 285 0 2 75 1 N/A 2
Planning 0 N/A 1 N/A 0 N/A 1
Housing 4 0 2 3 0 0 2
Building Control 4 120 0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 576 120 9 78 1 0 5

*N/A: service area is not legislated to use the enforcement action

2.4 This is the second quarter that service areas have been required to report on their 
enforcement activity and therefore comparison data is very limited. Key areas of note 
however are:

2.5 Environmental Protection saw a significant increase in the number of informal 
notices/warnings. Q2 predominantly covers the summer months, which are the peak 
months for that service and it is likely that there will be a reduction in figures during Q3.

2.6 Communities also saw a sharp rise in Q2 in the number of informal notices/warnings. In Q1, 
the statistics did not include general advice letters that are sent to residents. These will be 
included in all future reporting.  

2.7 Communities also saw a rise in the number of fixed penalty notices being issued from 49 in 
quarter 1 to 75 in quarter 2. In March 2019, one of the Community Wardens retired, leaving 
a vacant post, which was filled by mid-August. Having both Wardens in post ensures 
greater coverage of the district and therefore an increase in the number of fixed penalty 
notices.
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2.8 The figures reflect the continued work across departments of using early intervention. They 
reflect its effectiveness as there is limited need to take more formal enforcement action, 
which is highlighted in the low numbers of prosecutions and injunctive actions. The 
incremental approach in the policy is therefore working.  

2.9 Work is continuing through the Enforcement Managers meetings to ensure that the 
statistics are of a high quality.   New systems are being developed and implemented which 
will make sure the required data can be extracted and monitored effectively.

3.0 Enforcement Case Examples

3.1 Below are some example cases where enforcement action has been taken:

3.2 Case 1: Fly Tipping

A fly tip was reported to SHDC in January 2019, consisting of 12 black bags of domestic 
waste, a divan bed and mattress, and a flat screen TV. These items had been fly tipped on 
the verge/ditch Dozens Bank, Pode Hole ,Spalding. It was reported by a local farmer who 
had found evidence indicating where it had come from. Following enquiries the individual 
was spoken to and they admitted that the waste was theirs and they had paid persons to 
remove it. They could not name them and hadn’t checked if they had a waste carriers 
licence and were therefore prosecuted for a Section 34 offence of the Environmental 
Protection Act, namely failing in their duty of care when disposing of domestic waste. In 
August they received a fine of £500, costs of £585.12 (including investigation and 
compensation for clear up costs) and a Victim Surcharge of £50.

3.3 Case 2: Planning 

In 2013, retrospective planning permission was granted for part change of use of land, from 
residential and garden furniture manufacturing place to residential, garden furniture 
manufacturing place and the parking of vehicles associated with an arboricultural business.  
Complaints were later received that they were operating a tree surgery business from the 
site rather than just using the land for the parking of vehicles specified in the planning 
permission.  It was also alleged that vehicles were coming in and out of the site outside of 
the approved hours, vehicles were being parked outside of the approved area, and vehicles 
were being parked on site that were not those specified in the permission.  Following an 
investigation, the Council issued a breach of condition notice and an enforcement notice to 
deal with these breaches.  The site owner failed to comply with the requirements of the 
notices, and once sufficient evidence had been collected, prosecution proceedings were 
commenced for failure to comply with the enforcement notice.  On 1st October 2019 
following a guilty plea they were fined £3,610 and ordered to pay costs of £3,560  being a 
total of £7,170.  If we obtain evidence in the future of breaches of either notice, the Council 
can prosecute again if necessary to try to secure compliance.
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3.4 Case 3: Without Notice Injunction

In July 2019 threats to kill were made against a South Holland District Council tenant. The 
individual that had threats made against them did not want to make a statement to 
Lincolnshire Police. In order to help protect not only that individual but the rest of the 
community, the Council applied for and was successful in obtaining a without notice 
injunction. The injunction is in place until July 2020 and to date there have been no 
breaches.

3.5 Case 4: Failure to license a House of Multiple Occupancy (HMO)

In October, Private Sector Housing attended Boston Magistrates Court to prosecute a 
landlord for failing to license an HMO. The landlord failed to attend court and the 
Magistrates accepted that he had been validly served with the Summons and prosecution 
papers, so agreed to hear the matter in his absence.  The Magistrates found the case 
against him proven.  For the offence of failing to licence an HMO, the Magistrates imposed 
a fine of £750 together with the mandatory victim surcharge of £75 (which goes to support 
victims of crimes).  The Council was also awarded its costs of £380.  In total the landlord 
will have to pay £1,205, which has to be paid in full within 28-days.  The Magistrates also 
imposed a collection order, so that if the landlord fails to pay, the court can take action to 
recover the money from him.

4.0 UPDATES

4.1 A protocol is currently being developed to outline the Council’s processes when receiving        
reports of Gypsies and Travellers within the district. The protocol will outline the actions 
required by the Council in relation to carrying out welfare checks alongside any 
enforcement action that may be required.

4.2 A protocol for derelict buildings is also being developed. This will include a centralised   
database for derelict buildings to assist with cross-departmental working. 

5.0      OPTIONS

5.1 Do nothing

5.2 Note the contents of the report and provide members with a further update report in six 
months’ time. 

6.0       REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

6.1 It is recommended that the contents of this report are noted and that members of the 
Performance Monitoring Panel have an up to date understanding of the enforcement that is 
taking place across the district.

7.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS

7.3 The report will gives an overview of the Council’s enforcement activities.
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7.3 It enables members to ensure that enforcement action is being taken appropriately and that 
resident and community concerns are being addressed.

8.0 IMPLICATIONS

In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the 
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues; 
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality & 
Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management; 
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation 
Programme; Other. Where the report author considers that there may be implications under 
one or more of these headings, these are identified below.

8.1      Constitutional & Legal

8.1.1 There are many pieces of legislation that span across Planning, Building Control, Housing, 
Environmental, Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Disorder and Public Protection functions. 
The most appropriate tool or power will be used for each case to resolve the issue.

8.2 Corporate Priorities

8.2.1 Enforcement supports the following Council priorities:
 Your Home;
 Your Place;
 Your Health and Wellbeing;
 Your Opportunity; and Our Council.

8.3 Crime and Disorder

8.3.1 There are no direct implications from this report. However, taking appropriate enforcement
action is a key part of community safety and addressing crime and disorder concerns.

8.4 Equality and Diversity / Human Rights

8.4.1 There are no direct implications from this report. It should be noted that surveillance
techniques and investigations need to consider Article 8 of the Human Rights Act which
covers right to privacy. Judicial and quasi-judicial action is also subject to Article 6 – right to 
a fair trial.

8.5 Financial

8.5.1 There are no direct implications from this report. However, some enforcement action can
result in financial penalties alongside proportionate legal costs.

9.6 Reputation

9.6.1 It is important that the council demonstrates its commitment to taking appropriate and
proportionate enforcement action and that it effectively deals with local concerns.

10.7 Risk Management
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10.7.1 Enforcement action, particularly when it reaches court proceedings, is open to challenge.
It is important that there is robust evidence to take enforcement action beyond an initial
warning stage. There needs to be confidence in a case if it leads to court. Any case with
insufficient evidence, which fails at court, has significant cost implications for local
authorities and officers have a duty to use public money appropriately. Enforcement
action should be in the best interest of the public and be proportional, consistent,
transparent and targeted.

9.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

9.1 Services are provided for all those living, working or visiting the district.

10.0 ACRONYMS

10.1 HMO House of Multiple Occupancy

Background papers:-

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Dee Bedford Community Safety & Enforcement Manager
Telephone Number 01775 764457
Email: dee.bedford@sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision: N 

Exempt Decision: N 
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SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Executive Manager - Governance (Deputy Monitoring Officer)

To: Performance Monitoring Panel – 12 November 2019

Author: Christine Morgan – Democratic Services Officer

Subject: Performance Monitoring Panel Work Programme

Purpose: To set out the Work Programme of the Performance Monitoring Panel

Recommendation:

That the Panel gives consideration to the report and identifies any issues for discussion; 

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 This report records the issues for consideration that have been identified by the Panel for 
inclusion on its Work Programme.  CHECKING FOR CHANGES

1.2 Issues

1.2.1 Appendix A sets out the dates of future Panel meetings along with proposed items for 
consideration.  These items were either originally suggested by councillors or are being 
referred to the Panel from officers or the Cabinet.  This appendix will be updated as new 
items are identified.

1.2.2 Appendix B sets out the task groups that have been identified by the Panel.  The table 
shows:

 The name of the task group
 What it wants to achieve
 Key dates
 Membership of the task group
 When the task group will be reporting back to the Panel

1.2.3 It is hoped that in presenting the information in this way, and by having the report as a 
standing item on the agenda, it will record the issues identified by the Panel and provide the 
opportunity for councillors to monitor the progress of its Work Programme.

2.0 OPTIONS

2.1 To note and consider the current status of the Work Programme.

2.2 To do nothing.

3.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

3.1 To allow councillors to feed into the Panel’s calendar of Work Programme items and the 
Work Programme on a regular basis, to ensure that they stay relevant and up to date.
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4.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1 The calendar of Work Programme items and the Work Programme will provide councillors 
with up to date and relevant information.  Timelines for various calendar items and 
proposed task groups within the Work Programme are included within the appendices.

5.0 IMPLICATIONS

In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of 
the decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues; 
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality & 
Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management; 
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation 
Programme; Other. Where the report author considers that there may be implications under 
one or more of these headings, these are identified below.

5.1 Corporate Priorities

5.1.1 In identifying issues for inclusion on the Work Programme, councillors consider the 
suitability of the subject, taking into account such considerations as whether the issue is 
strategic and significant and whether it is likely to lead to effective outcomes.  One of the 
indicators against which each potential task group is scored identifies how strongly the topic 
links to the Council’s key aims and priorities. 

6.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1 This report has no implications however, as individual items are progressed through the 
Work Programme, their impact on wards and communities will be assessed.

7.0 ACRONYMS 

7.1 None.

Background papers:- None

Lead Contact Officer

Name and Post: Christine Morgan
Telephone Number: 01775 764454
Email: cmorgan@sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision: No

Exempt Decision: No

This report refers to a Mandatory Service 

Appendices attached to this report: 

Appendix A Work Programme Calendar 2019/20
Appendix B Task Group Work Programme 2019/20
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 APPENDIX A

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL – CALENDAR OF WORK PROGRAMME 
ITEMS

Date of Meeting Agenda items

12 November 2019  Q2 2019-20 Performance Overview Report – Update on 
how the Council is performing for the period July 2019 to 
September 2019.

 Enforcement – update report on how the Authority is 
addressing the various types of enforcement, following the 
Authority-wide reorganisation (last update 6/2/18, 31/7/18 
and 30/1/19).

 Review of Implemented Planning Decisions – update 
report following outcomes from the recent review

 Consideration to be given to the way forward for the 
following 2 joint Task Groups – Public Open Spaces Task 
Group and Leisure Facilities Task Group

9 January 2020
Joint PMP/PDP

 Budget Scrutiny

29 January 2020  Q3 2019-20 Performance Overview Report – Update on 
how the Council is performing for the period October 2019 
to December 2019.

 Public Toilets Task Group – Response of the Cabinet to 
the Task Group’s recommendations 

 Performance Monitoring Panel Work Programme – Panel 
to consider its Work Programme going forward, facilitated 
by the Executive Director Commercialisation.

 Progress of Digital Work Programme (this underpins the 
ICT and Digital Strategy and Digital Work Programme 
2019-2022 and the Customer Access Strategy) (at its 
meeting on 12 March 2019, the Cabinet agreed that 
progress be reviewed by the  Performance Monitoring 
Panel as appropriate).

 Information report on future commercialisation projects 
(Richard Hodgson/Christine Marshall – last update 13 
November 2018)

18 March 2020  Crime and Disorder – Update report on community safety 
and how it is being delivered through the various tiers of 
Groups and Panels (including the East Lincs CSP and 
newly formed Lincolnshire CSP) – Update to be provided 
every six months by the Portfolio Holder for Community 
Development. Last discussed at 18/6/19 meeting, arising 
from which issues were raised, and the Police Inspector 
attended the next meeting on 11 September 2019.

 Swimming Pool and Leisure Facilities Contract Task 
Group – update on progress of recommendations (last 
updates received 18 June 2019 and 11 September 2019). 

 Economic Development and Inward Investment update – 
(last update received 11 September 2019, updated reports 
to be on a six-monthly basis, to include an executive 
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summary alongside the main report).
Items yet to be 
allocated.

 Commercialisation (2) – how effectively is the Authority 
managing commercial opportunities?  Second report, a 
general report around commercialisation.

 Cost of running the South Holland Centre 
 What areas of risk exist within Public Services for cost 

shunting, and how can this be avoided? 

For future consideration

 Note: Following consideration of the Key Decision Plan, PMP and PDP have 
requested that a special Joint Meeting will be held to discuss the setting up 
of the South Holland Building Consultancy prior to it being considered by 
Cabinet (date to be confirmed).

 Commercialisation – As potential projects arise, PMP to consider scrutiny

****************
To be considered annually:

The Sir Halley Stewart Playing Field Task Group presented its Final Report to 
Council on 21 January 2015.  Its first recommendation was:

That the Council (i) advises the Charity Commission that the Task Group has 
considered the Commission’s Guidance on public benefit and is satisfied that the 
Council is compliant; (ii) provides a copy of this report to the Commission in order to 
outline the actions proposed by the Council; and (iii) invites  the Performance 
Monitoring Panel to appoint a Task Group on an annual (single meeting) basis 
for the specific purpose of ensuring that the Council remains compliant with 
Charity Commission Guidance.

A meeting took place on 24 January 2019.
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APPENDIX B

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL – WORK PROGRAMME 2019/2020

Name of Task Group What the Task Group wants to achieve Date added 
to Work 
Programme

Date Work 
Commenced    

Membership 
of Task 
Group

Proposed date of 
report to Panel

Public Toilets Task Group To review public toilets in the district, looking at 
location, cleaning regimes, usage, reasons for 
closure and running costs.
To use information gathered to ensure value 
for money, good service, and that the right 
money was spent in the right place.

6 February 
2018

23 April 2018 J R Astill
CJTH Brewis
T A Carter
GK Dark 
(Chairman)
PC Foyster

30 January 2019
To Cabinet 12 
Feb 2019 
Response from 
Cabinet to PMP 
20 Mar 2019.
Update on 
progress PMP 
11/9/19.Next 
update 29/1/20.

Swimming Pool and 
Leisure Centre Contract 
Task Group

To review the Spalding swimming pool and 
leisure centre, specifically:
 To consider performance, in relation to the 

contract, by the Authority and the 
contractor, particularly with reference to 
building maintenance and cleanliness, 
promotion of the facilities and reinvestment 
in the facilities;

 To look at the Council’s performance in 
monitoring the leisure facilities; and

 To learn from the outcomes of this scrutiny, 
to inform future contracts and contract 

1 December 
2015

21 January 
2016

J R Astill
T A Carter
G K Dark 
(Chairman)
J L King
A M Newton

30 August 2016
To Cabinet 8 
November 2016

Response and 
update on 
progress PMP 
4/2/17, 16/5/17, 
7/11/17, and 
13/11/18.
Next update 
18/06/19.
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Name of Task Group What the Task Group wants to achieve Date added 
to Work 
Programme

Date Work 
Commenced    

Membership 
of Task 
Group

Proposed date of 
report to Panel

monitoring.

Sir Halley Stewart Playing 
Field Task Group

Recommendation of the original Task Group to 
appoint a Task Group on an annual (single 
meeting) basis for the specific purpose of 
ensuring that the Council remained compliant 
with Charity Commission Guidance.

15 June 
2016

Date to be 
confirmed.

GR Aley
JR Astill
GK Dark
PC Foyster
AM Newton

Meeting took 
place on 24 
January 2019.

Effectiveness of CCTV 
Task Group

Purpose of Review – To establish the current 
situation with regard to CCTV and make 
recommendations to Cabinet on the way 
forward.

Terms of Reference – To examine the 
effectiveness of the SHDC CCTV service and 
prospects for future provision.

Panel received update on 8 April 2014 from the 
Portfolio Holder for Localism and Big Society 
on the position regarding CCTV.  Performance 
information will be available on the new system 
in the future, once it becomes operational.  
The Task Group will remain in operation to 
scrutinise performance and will start to do 
this once the information becomes 
available.

6 November 
2012 

21 November 
2012 

B Alcock
M Howard
R M Rudkin
D J Wilkinson 
(Chairman)

  
Membership 
to be 
considered 
following 
District 
Council 
Election 

Interim report to 
PMP 29 January 
2013 
Interim report to 
Cabinet 19 
February 2013.
Tracking of 
recommendations 
to PMP 26 March 
2013
Updates to PMP:
8 April 2014, and 
six-monthly 
thereafter. 
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Name of Task Group What the Task Group wants to achieve Date added 
to Work 
Programme

Date Work 
Commenced    

Membership 
of Task 
Group

Proposed date of 
report to Panel

Leisure Facilities Task 
Group

Joint Task Group 
incorporating members of 
the Performance 
Monitoring and Policy 
Development Panels. 

To make recommendations, regarding the 
present and future leisure     provision in South 
Holland.

1. By establishing what leisure provision the 
District Council presently provides, 
examining costs, resident satisfaction and 
competitiveness in order to identify ways of 
increasing income or reducing expenditure;

2. To understand what the District Council 
wishes to provide and what the public and 
major employers need; 

3. To examine the options for future provision 
either to be supplied by the Council, the 
private sector or shared management.

Agreed at PMP 25 November 2014 – A date 
for completion of the Business Plan looking at 
Leisure Services provision, being drawn 
together by the Community Development and 
Health Manager, be confirmed by the Assistant 
Director Community, and that a joint meeting of 
the Performance Monitoring Panel and Policy 
Development Panel, for consideration of the 
document, be arranged.

30 May 
2012

21 January 
2014

G R Aley 
(Chairman)
D Ashby
A Casson
G K Dark
R Perkins
S Slade
E Sneath
S Wilkinson

Lead Officer: 
Phil Adams

Membership 
to be 
considered 
following 
District 
Council 
Election

Interim report 
presented to joint 
PMP/PDP – 19 
August 2014 
To Cabinet 7 
October 2014
Tracking of 
recommendations 
to PMP 25 
November 2014
Update on leisure 
options to PMP 3 
March 2015 (PDP 
members to 
attend PMP 
meeting)
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Name of Task Group What the Task Group wants to achieve Date added 
to Work 
Programme

Date Work 
Commenced    

Membership 
of Task 
Group

Proposed date of 
report to Panel

Following consideration of the update to PMP 
on 3 March 2015 (PDP members were invited 
to attend), it was agreed that leisure provision 
must be a priority for the Council, and must be 
considered as a priority by the next 
administration following the District Council 
election.

The effectiveness of 
management companies 
set up to undertake 
maintenance on 
residential estates 
throughout the district 
past, present and for the 
future.

Scope to be confirmed. 25 
November 
2014

To be 
confirmed

To be 
confirmed

To be confirmedP
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